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Marco Brianza (1972, Varese) graduated in Computer Sci-
ence and works in the research and the development of 
new technologies in the fields of lighting and computer net-
works. He proposes an artistic research that uses digital 
techniques, photography and light. He mainly analyzes 
physical phenomena, focusing on simple space-temporal 
elements with the aim to trigger in the observer a reflection 
on the basics of reality, highlighting the way the world is. In 
some cases, this reflection also involves the concepts of 
memory and the transmission and processing of informa-
tion, which he also considers as world-founding elements. 
His light works are focused on light variations in time: in 
some works light is analyzed with of a series of photo-
graphs that are processed in a single static image; in other 
works, the dynamic light is the medium to show hidden 
events or non-obvious relations.

www.marcobrianza.it
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LIGHT ON EARTH

This series shot in 2010 analyses the variations of light 
(solar, lunar, artificial) that pass on a subject through time.

The images are collages of snapshots taken at regular inter-
vals of time. 
Of each picture, only a small, few pixels wide portion is kept 
and the stripes are composed horizontally, showing a tempo-
ral flow from left to right.

The total duration of the shots varies according to the subject, 
from one hour to an entire day. In some cases, the pictures 
seem to develop in space, since the perceptual result is the 
whole reproduction of the subject (e.g. the sun in "One day 
sky"); but in reality what they document is the changing of 
lights and shadows.

The works are printed on duratrans and backlight with an LED 
light-box. Sizes 33x144x1,5 or 33x90x1,5 
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One sea, see, see, see...
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One day horizon

One day sky



100 minutes sea

Black horizon
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One hour brick-wall

Candlelight variations
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Sunset in my studio

2 hours parquet



MOVEMENTS I : PLANTS

I go out and look at the vegetation: 
 the wind makes the plants move.  
I want to capture the essence of this; not the still, 
but the movements.

The camera is designed to capture a projection of the 
light from the 3D space on a 2D surface in a contigu-
ous amount of time. 
I am interested in capturing how light changes in time, 
and I still want to represent the result on a 2D surface 
and print a picture. My picture, instead of representing 
the world in a [space x space], will represent it in a 
[space x time]. 
In the ‘movements’ series I have used a video camera 
to record the subjects. Through a custom-written soft-
ware, I have processed the movie; from each image, I 
consider just a vertical line of pixels in the same posi-
tion of the frame. These lines are composed in the final 
image as a digital collage from left  to right.

Movement I: Plants has been shot in Sicily in April 2013
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Movemets I : Plants series, 2013
15 inkjet pigment print on glossy paper , 33 x 59 cm

01_8843-600



802_8838-600

01_8843-600
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03_8920-600

04_8696-600
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05_8747-600

06_8756-600
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07_8698-600

08_8695-600
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09_8745-600

10_8839-600
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11_8844-600

12_8697-600
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13_8699-600

14_8690-600
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15_8686-600



SIX SUNRISES IN SESTO

From December 4th to December 9th 2013 I recorded the sunrise from my home in Sesto San 
Giovanni for about 1 hour and half at one photo per second.

From each frame I rendered a single vertical line of pixels in the same position in the final im-
age from left to right.

In this way I represent the occurring of the sunrise in a single image.
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01_9039-400_2013-12-04
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02_9040-700_2013-12-05

03_9040-700_2013-12-05
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04_9045-100_2013-12-07
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05_9046-300_2013-12-08

06_9047-600_2013-12-09



MOVIECOLOURS

Moviecolours is an ongoing unreleased work that analyzes the light from movies that is projected in the room. 
The light is captured at 1 frame per second

The work will be released as a book based on 100 movies. 
Prints are on request
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2001: a odyssey in space
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Pearl Harbour

Zoolander


